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First-time Capability as a Vision
• Goal: Demonstrate IPPD methods and tools to 
“increase accuracy, speed, and flexibility”
• Hypothesis: information missing from the design 
package has resulted in
m clouded risks and priorities in development
m corrective actions, slowing production ramp-up and 
cycle time
• Focus today: Concept Exploration phase
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Targets of this Research
• Quality: 
m Move from “part-centric” to “system-centric”
• IPD and team concurrence: 
m Common framework for IPT
Motivated by Industry Focus
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WBS - Interactions are Missing 
or Not Obvious
• Teams congregate around their individual element
• “Integral characteristics” inevitable - orphans
• Current strategies vulnerable to integration risk
• Part-centric focus and tools focused at lower levels
• Interactions locked in at Concept Exploration
Customer
Requirements
Functional
Requirements
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“Chain of Delivery” of Quality -
Aircraft Nacelle Access Door Fit-up
Others
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Chains Map Interactions Explicitly
• Chain: a map of the elements that deliver a 
product feature that delivers specific function
m illustrative, but a scientific basis
m common framework for IPT
• A form of producibility knowledge - a new role!
• System Producibility Analysis in early design: 
choose the interactions, address the risks 
Whitney: “Assembly can be the glue in
concurrent engineering.”
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Case Study in Concept Design
• A prime example: integral product, modularity 
desired to improve affordability and cycle time
• Scope: major airframe module that interacts with 
systems and other modules
• Demonstration:
m Sixteen product-level key characteristics, systematic 
flowdown, tools to manage complexity
m Several decompositions analyzed
m Metrics to measure integrality and risk
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Concept Design Example
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Products: Chain Focus in IPD to 
Achieve First-time Capability
• My research - Feb 98 publication:
m System Producibility Analysis methods and metrics
m implementation approach and issues
m deep case demonstration 
• Project - May 98 Final Report:
m Chains as a thread in all development phases
m CAD tools to implement chains
m additional deep case demonstrations
